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Abstract

Background
Nanoparticles (NPs) decorated with functional ligands (e.g., antibodies) are promising candidates for
cancer diagnosis and treatment. However, many studies have shown that chemically coupled targeting
moieties on NPs lose their targeting capability in biological milieu because they are shielded or covered
by a "protein corona". It is highly desirable to increase the proportion of targeting moieties on the surface
of NP-corona complex for purposes of cancer therapy.

Results
We designed and implemented an alternative engineering strategy for targeted drug delivery by linking a
recombinant a�body (RA) scaffold to magnetosomes (BMPs). Pre-adsorption of BMP-RA with anti-HER2
humanized mAb trastuzumab (TZ) resulted in formation of BMP-RA-TZ complex. Linking of TZ to BMP
via glutaraldehyde (GA) produced BMP-GA-TZ, which was used as control. Both engineered BMPs
contained large amounts of TZ (~ 0.2 mg per mg BMP); however, TZs in BMP-RA-TZ were oriented in a
consistent manner with HER2 binding site (Fab) toward the outside, whereas TZs in BMP-GA-TZ were
oriented randomly. Degree of HER2 binding to BMP-RA-TZ was > 3x higher than that to BMP-GA-TZ.
Incubation of BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ with normal human plasma or IgG-supplemented plasma
resulted in alteration of surface proteins because of corona formation. GA-TZ-containing BMPs, in
comparison with RA-TZ-containing BMPs, had larger hydrated radii and more surface proteins. The TZ-
containing BMPs all could be targeted to and internalized in HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cell line
SK-BR-3; however, their targeting e�ciencies varied considerably: 50–75% for RA-TZ-containing BMPs,
but only 9–19% for GA-TZ-containing BMPs. To simulate human body tumor environment, we incubated
BMPs, plasma (100%), and cancer cells together. In this milieu, BMP-RA-TZ uptake e�ciency of SK-BR-3
was nearly 80% (slightly lower than for direct interaction with BMP-RA-TZ), whereas BMP-GA-TZ uptake
e�ciency was < 17%.

Conclusion
Components of NP protein corona can be modi�ed by linking RA scaffold to NP surface. Application of
RA scaffold promoted an oriented arrangement of targeting ligands and reduced the shielding effect of
corona proteins. This engineering strategy avoids reduction by corona formation of targeting capability in
drug (NP) delivery.

Introduction
Oncological diseases remain among the most common causes of human mortality worldwide, despite
remarkable advances in medical science during recent decades [1]. Principal anti-cancer treatment
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strategies in current use, which include radiation therapy, chemotherapy, nucleic acid therapy, and
immunotherapy, are frequently associated with severe side-effects related to systemic toxicity resulting
from lack of tumor speci�city [2–5]. One approach for overcoming this problem is engineering of
nanoparticle (NP) surfaces for targeting of tumors through addition of various synthetic or biological
ligands, e.g., small molecules, peptides/ proteins, and antibodies (Abs) [6]. Targeting with NP-based
platforms can enhance e�cacy of drug delivery to speci�c tumor cells with relatively few adverse effects,
thus improving diagnosis and therapy. This has been an exciting and fast-progressing research area in
recent decades [6].

One problematic issue is that host biological conditioning causes immediate adsorption to the NP
surface upon blood or tissue contact. A variety of unpredictable and uncontrollable biomolecules, notably
proteins, rapidly coat the NP surface and form a protein coating, termed “corona” [7]. The presence of a
protein corona often results in reduction or elimination of NP targeting capability by shielding or
completely covering the relevant functional groups [8]. Numerous strategies have been tested using
surface barrier layers (polymer, protein, or biomimetic coatings) to block adhesion of corona proteins and
prolong blood circulation time of NPs [9]. However, some of these strategies were found to inhibit
internalization of NPs by cancer cells, resulting in limited therapeutic effectiveness (e.g., the "PEG
dilemma") [10]. Some groups have introduced various types of cleavable bonds and mechanisms in
engineered NPs, to prolong exposure of targeting ligands until they reach the target sites [11]. However, the
above strategies for reducing protein corona effects are generally complicated and not widely used
because of the inherent di�culty of in vivo application to diverse types of cancer cells and their external
stimuli. There is a clear need for development of simple, widely applicable NP systems with a more easily
controlled corona for targeted drug delivery.

We describe here a novel, alternative strategy for targeted drug delivery, based on precoating of
functionalized NPs with humanized anti-tumor Abs in an oriented arrangement. We used a type of
biogenic NP termed magnetosomes. BMPs are specialized organelles characteristically found in
magnetotactic bacteria, composed of membrane-enveloped magnetite (Fe3O4) or greigite (Fe3S4)

crystals, with diameters ranging from 30 to 120 nm [12]. The BMP surface has many active chemical
groups, particularly primary amino groups [13]. We constructed an engineered BMP (termed BMP-RA) by
covalent linkage to a recombinant a�body scaffold. A�bodies are small molecules (non-Ig proteins) that
have high a�nity toward speci�c protein targets. The a�body automatically bound Abs, and maintained
their orientation on BMP surface [14]. Incubation of BMP-RA with Ab resulted in orientation of antigen
binding site (paratope) of Ab toward external BMP surface, thus promoting binding to antigen. Oriented
host Abs presumably comprise the majority of protein corona of BMP-RA in biological milieu. Pre-
adsorption of a humanized mAb (trastuzumab; TZ) onto BMP-RA resulted in attachment of fewer host
compounds to Ab surface, and BMP-RA-TZ complexes retained their targeting capability even after
formation of protein corona.
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Materials And Methods

Cell lines and materials
The magnetotactic bacterium Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense MSR-1 is stocked in our laboratory. Cell
lines SK-BR-3 (ATCC#HTB-30) and MDA-MB-468 (ATCC HTB-132) were kindly donated by National Center
for Nanoscience and Technology. The anti-HER2 humanized mAb trastuzumab (TZ) was from Roche
(Roche, Switzerland). McCoy's 5A medium, Leibovitz's L-15 medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), and rabbit
anti-HER2 Ab were from Thermo Fisher (Waltham, MA, USA). Human IgG was from Sigma-Aldrich
(Germany). 4’,6’-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI), 1,1-dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3-
tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI), Prussian Blue Iron Stain Kit, and Enhanced BCA Protein
Assay Kit were from Solarbio Science &Technology (Beijing, China). Goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP, rabbit anti-
mouse IgG-HRP, rabbit anti-goat IgG-HRP, Peroxidase-A�niPure F(ab')2 Fragment, and rabbit anti-goat IgG
(H + L) were from Shanghai Universal Biotech Co.

Human plasma
Blood samples were taken from 10 healthy volunteer donors after obtaining informed consent for blood
collection and subsequent analysis, and stored in 10-ml tubes containing K2 EDTA to prevent clotting.
Samples were centrifuged (1300 x g, 15 min, 4°C) to remove red and white cells, and supernatants were
collected and stored at -80°C for subsequent experiments.

Magnetosome extraction
M. gryphiswaldense MSR-1 were cultured in a 7.5-L fermentor (BioFlo 110; New Brunswick Scienti�c; CT,
USA). Inoculum was cultured in sodium lactate medium as described in our 2008 report [15]. Cells was
harvested at 3000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. BMPs were extracted as described in our 2019 report [16]. In
brief, harvested cells were resuspended in 10 mM PBS (10 ml per g bacterial pellet; pH 7.4) and disrupted
by ultrasonication (150 W, 30 min) (model JY92-IIN; Scientz; Xiamen, China) on ice. BMPs were collected
from solution by magnet at 4°C overnight, supernatant was discarded, and precipitate was resuspended
in PBS. The above steps were repeated until protein in supernatant showed no decrease. BMPs were
treated with 1 mg/ml proteinase K for 3 h at 56°C, electroeluted as described in our 2011 report [17],
suspended in PBS at �nal concentration 1 mg/ml, and sterilized by cobalt-60.

Puri�cation of recombinant protein A
Nucleotides of protein A (Z domain) were optimized using a JAVA adaptation tool for soluble expression
in E. coli BL21. Recombinant protein containing linker peptides and cysteine was synthesized at N-
terminus, cloned into pET28(a+) plasmid with kanamycin-resistant gene, and transformed into E. coli
BL21. The protein expressed by recombinant gene was termed RA. E. coli BL21 with plasmid was cultured
in LB medium, expression was induced by addition over 8 h of isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) at �nal concentration 1 mM. Cells were collected by centrifugation (10,000 x g, 10 min),
resuspended in 10 mM PBS (10 ml per g bacterial pellet; pH 7.4), disrupted by sonication at 30%
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amplitude (200 W, 30 min) on ice, and centrifuged again (10,000 x g, 30 min). RA protein present in
supernatant was puri�ed using HisTrap Fast Flow (FF) Crude Column as per manufacturer's instructions.
Puri�ed RA was freeze-dried and store at -20°C for subsequent experiments.

Identi�cation of RA and its function
Puri�ed RA was added with protein loading buffer (0.01 (w/v) bromophenol blue, 0.04 M dithiothreitol
(DTT), 10% glycerol, 2% (w/v) SDS, 62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8), boiled for 10 min at 100°C, and
centrifuged. Supernatants were loaded onto 10% gels and run at 120 V for 1–2 h in a Mini-PROTEAN
Tetra Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad; USA). Gels were stained by Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250 for
direct protein imaging, or transferred onto PVDF membrane in TransBlot SD Semi-Dry Electrophoretic
Transfer Cell (Bio-Rad) for Western blotting. Membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk for 2 h at room
temperature (RT), incubated with mouse anti-FLAG tag Ab (dilution 1:2000) for 8 h, washed 3x with PBST
(PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20), incubated with HRP-labeled goat anti-mouse Ab for 2 h at RT, and
washed 3x with PBST. Proteins on membranes were displayed using Immobilon Western
chemiluminescent HRP substrate, and visualized using an imaging system (Fusion FX6; Vilber; France).

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) analysis of
functions of RA and RA-decorated BMPs
The ability of RA to bind IgG was analyzed by ELISA. 2 µg RA in 100 µl carbonate-bicarbonate buffer (pH
9.6) was incubated on 96-well microtiter plate overnight at 4°C. Plate was washed 3x next day with PBST,
added with 300 µl of 1% BSA (diluted in PBST) for 1 h at RT to block nonspeci�c binding sites, washed 3x
with PBST, added with same number of moles of rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRP and rabbit anti-goat
Peroxidase-A�niPure F(ab')2 Fragment for 1 h at RT, washed 3x with PBST, and added with 100 µl of
3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) solution. After 8 min, reaction was stopped by adding 50 µl of 2 M
H2SO4. Absorbance at wavelength 450 nm was read by microtiter plate reader (ELx800; BioTek, U.S.).
Samples without RA input were used as negative controls.

For BMP-RA, microtiter plate was blocked with 1% BSA overnight, washed 3x, added with 1 ng BMP-RA,
placed over magnet for 5 min to isolate complex, added with rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRP (1:20000 dilution
in PBS) for 1 h at RT, and subsequent steps were the same as for RA. BMP wild-type (BMP-WT) was used
as negative control.

For binding of BMP to human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2), initial processing of microtiter
plate was the same as for BMP-RA. Then, plate was added with BMPs, washed, added for 1 h with HER2
at RT, washed 3x with PBST, added with 100 µl rabbit anti-HER2 Ab, incubated for 1 h with BMPs at RT,
washed 3x, added with goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP for 1 h, and subsequent steps were the same as for BMP-
RA.

Preparation of functional BMPs
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TZ functionalized BMPs were prepared using N-succinimidyl 3-(2-pyridyldithio) propionate (SPDP) and
glutaraldehyde as cross-linkers, and termed BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ respectively. For BMP-RA
preparation, 1 mg BMP was resuspended in HEPES (10 mM, pH 8.0) containing 1 mM SPDP, solution was
ultrasonicated for 1 min followed by 1-min intervals (this step was repeated 30x), and mixture was
washed 3x with HEPES. RA (1 mg/ml) was suspended in 10 mM HEPES, ultrasonicated for 1 min
followed by 1-min intervals (repeated 30x), supernatant was removed and washed 3x with HEPES under
magnet, and resuspended in HEPES. The BMP-complex was termed BMP-RA. SDS-PAGE was used to
con�rm RA linkage on magnetosome, 0.2 mg BMP-RA was loaded, and subsequent steps were the same
as for RA. For BMP-RA-TZ preparation, TZ solution (500 µg/ml) was suspended with modi�ed BMPs and
incubated for 2 h at 37°C with rotation (200 rpm). BMP-RA-TZ was washed 6x with HEPES and stored at
4°C. BMP-GA-TZ was prepared as described in our 2019 report [18]. For confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) and �ow cytometry (�uorescence activated cell sorting; FACS), 1 mg BMP was FITC-
labeled by mixing with 300 µl of 1 mg/ml FITC and incubated overnight at 4°C with shaking.

Plasma-BMP interaction
BMP samples were incubated with human plasma or IgG-enriched human plasma for 2 h at 37°C with
shaking (200 rpm), and washed 6x with HEPES. For IgG-enriched human plasma experiments, 1 ml
human normal plasma was added with 6 mg IgG. Following the last washing step, BMPs were
resuspended with 1 ml HEPES in a 1.5-ml Eppendorf tube.

Characterization of BMPs
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): BMP sample (0.2 mg) was suspended in 1.5-ml Eppendorf
tube with 1 ml double distilled water (ddH2O), ultrasonicated for 1 min, and BMPs were collected under
magnet and resuspended in 1 ml ddH2O. These steps were repeated 3x. 10 µL of this suspension was
dropped onto copper grid and air dried for 10 min. Samples were observed by TEM (model JEM-1230;
JEOL; Tokyo, Japan).

Zeta-potential and DLS measurement: BMP sample was resuspended in ddH2O at concentration 0.01
mg/ml and ultrasonicated for 10 min. Samples were combined in sample pool and measured using
Zetasizer Nano ZS particle size analyzer (Malvern Instruments; Worcestershire, UK) at 25°C.

SDS-PAGE analysis
Immediately following the last washing step, de�ned amount of BMP-corona complex (0.2 mg) was
resuspended in protein loading buffer, boiled for 10 min at 100°C, BMPs were removed by centrifugation
(12,000 x g, 20 min), and equal sample volume was loaded on 10% gel. SDS-PAGE was performed at 80 V
for 30 min, switched to 120 V for ~ 90 min until bromophenol blue neared the gel end, and gel was
stained with protein silver stain kit.

Quantitative analysis of TZ on BMPs
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TZ supernatant before and after coupling to BMP was stored in advance, and analyzed using Enhanced
BCA Protein Assay Kit as per manufacturer's protocol. Standard curve was constructed based on eight
BSA concentration points (0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 mg/ml). 20 µl samples or BSA (control)
were placed on 96-well plates, added with 200 µl BCA working solution, mixed thoroughly, incubated for
30 min at 37°C, and read by microplate spectrophotometer (Power Wave XS2; BioTek) at 562 nm. Sample
concentrations were calculated based on the standard curve. Amount of TZ coupled to BMP was
calculated as TZ amount before coupling -TZ amount TZ after coupling.

Protein identi�cation and classi�cation
BMP-corona complexes were obtained by the above methods, and proteins from SDS-PAGE 10% gels
were excised and in-gel trypsin-digested by the method of Shevchenko et al. [19]. In brief, 100 µg protein
was dissolved in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) solution, reduced with DTT for 45 min at 56°C,
alkylated with iodoacetamide (IAM) for 30 min at RT in the dark, and the solution was transferred to 10K
ultra�ltration tube (Vivacon 500; Sartorius, USA) and centrifuged (14000 x g, 20 min). Proteins were
washed with 50 mM ABC, added with 2 µg trypsin in 50 µl ABC, and incubated overnight at 37°C. The
ultra�ltration tube was centrifuged (14000 x g, 20 min), digested peptides were transferred to a collection
tube, and ABC was added to ultra�ltration tube to wash digested peptides into collection tube. Collected
solution was diluted with 0.1% formic acid (FA) for nano-LC-MS analysis. NanoAcquity nano-HPLC
(Waters Corp.; Milford, MA, USA) was used for nano-LC separation. Trap column was Thermo Acclaim
PepMap 100 (75 µm ⋅ 2 mm, C18, 3 µm), and custom-made analytical column was fused silica capillary
(I.D. 100 µm; Polymicro Technologies) �lled with 20 cm stationary phase (Aqua 3-µm C18 125A;
Phenomenex). Gradient elution program: mobile phase increased linearly from 1% B to 35% B in 65 min.
Mobile phase A was 0.1% FA in water; mobile phase B was 0.1% FA in acetonitrile. Protein false discovery
rate was set at 4%, maximum protein mass was set at 600 kD, and generated peptide masses were
compared to a reviewed human protein sequence database downloaded from UniProt (www.uniprot.org).
Identi�cation of a peptide required at least two assigned fragments; identi�cation of a protein required at
least two assigned peptides and �ve assigned fragments.

Targeted cell uptake evaluation of BMPs by �ow cytometry
and CLSM
To evaluate uptake of BMP-RA-TZ or BMP-GA-TZ by SK-BR-3 following incubation with human plasma or
IgG-enriched human plasma, ~1⋅105 cells in 1 ml McCoy's 5A medium with 10% FBS were seeded in a 12-
well plate, cultured for 24 h under standard conditions, and then incubated with various samples (BMP-
RA-TZ, BMP-RA-TZ-plasma, BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma, BMP-GA-TZ, BMP-GA-TZ-plasma, BMP-GA-TZ-IgG
plasma) of BMPs (10 µg/ml) in McCoy's 5A (0% FBS) for 2 h. For analysis of BMP uptake at various
plasma concentrations, 1⋅105 cells were placed in McCoy's 5A with 0%, 10%, or 100% human plasma,
incubated with BMPs at indicated concentrations for 2 h, and washed 2x with 10 mM PBS. For �ow
cytometric measurements, cells were treated with 0.5% trypsin-EDTA, collected by centrifugation, washed
3x with PBS (10 mM), resuspended in 400 µl PBS, and FITC �uorescence was measured with a �ow

http://www.uniprot.org/
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cytometer (FACS Calibur; BD Biosciences; San Jose, CA, USA). Cells without BMP were used as negative
control, and percentage of FITC-positive cells was calculated relative to negative control value. For CLSM,
cells were seeded in a 24-well plate with cell slide, incubated with BMPs, washed 2x with 10 mM
PBS,stained with 200 µl of 10 µM 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate for 10
min at 37°C, �xed with 4% polyoxymethylene (POM) for 10 min at RT, and stained with 200 µl of 10 µg/ml
4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride for 10 min at 37°C. Images showing cellular uptake and
distribution of BMPs with FITC-�uorescence signals were obtained using an inverted CLSM instrument
(model A1; Nikon, Japan). Uptake e�ciency of MDA-MB-468 was evaluated by an analogous series of
steps.

HER2 expression in SK-BR-3 and MDA-MB-468 cells
HER2 expression on SK-BR-3 and MDA-MB-468 cell surfaces was evaluated by CLSM and Western
blotting. For CLSM, cells were seeded in 24-well plate with cell slide, incubated for 24 h, �xed with 4%
POM for 10 min at RT, incubated with normal goat serum (Solarbio) for 1 h at RT, incubated with rabbit
anti-HER2 Ab (1:500 v/v, in 0.01 M PBS; Invitrogen; USA) at 4°C overnight, incubated with Alexa Fluor 488-
conjugated goat-anti-rabbit IgG (1:1000 v/v, in 0.01 M PBS) for 1 h in the dark, and stained with 10 µg/ml
DAPI in the dark.

For Western blotting, cells were collected from incubated on 6-well plate, washed with PBS, and added
with 250 µl native lysis buffer (Solarbio) on ice for 10 min. Supernatant was mixed with SDS-PAGE
loading buffer, boiled at 100°C for 10 min, centrifuged, loaded on 10% gel, transferred to PVDF
membrane, and blocked with 5% BSA. Membrane was incubated with rabbit anti-HER2 Ab (1:1000 v/v, in
0.01 M PBS) overnight at 4°C, washed 3x with TBST (PBS containing 0.05% v/v Tween 20), incubated
with HRP-labeled goat anti-rabbit (1:20000 v/v, in 0.01 M PBS) for 2 h at RT, and imaged using an
imaging system (Fusion FX6; Vilber).

Prussian blue staining
Cells were seeded in 24-well plate with cell slide, cultured for 24 h under standard condition, incubated
with 10 µg/ml BMPs for 2 h, washed 3x, �xed with 4% POM for 10 min at RT, the iron was detected by
Prussian blue staining; i.e., equal volumes of Perls stain A and B were mixed, added to �xed cells and
tissue sections, and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Samples were then washed 3x with Millipore water,
immersed in Nuclear Fast Red solution for 2 min, cell slide was washed 3x with Millipore water, and
cellular uptake and distribution of BMPs were imaged using a Zeiss microscope (Axio Cam MR3;
Germany).

Statistics analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using student t-test for two groups, and one-way ANOVA for multiple
groups. All data are given as mean ± standard deviation (S.D.). Difference are considered statistically
signi�cant as *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.
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Results

Decoration of BMP with a scaffold fusion protein
To maintain targeting capability, surface ligands on a functionalized NP must retain highly directional
orientation. This requires that the BMP be decorated with a protein scaffold. We utilized Z domain (an
a�body) as scaffold. Z domain is derived from B domain of Staphylococcal Protein A (SpA), which binds
Abs at their fragment crystallizable (Fc) region. Therefore, BMPs decorated with Z domain (termed BMP-
Zs) also bind to Fc moiety of Abs. Abs have a basic structure that resembles the letter Y. The lower part of
the Y is the Fc moiety. The top part of the Y, the Ab fragment (Fab), has an antigen binding site, termed
"paratope" [20]. When targeting Abs attach to BMP-Zs, their Fab moieties are oriented toward the outside
of resulting complexes, to maintain targeting ability.

We constructed a gene fragment of a fusion protein, composed of FLAG tag, cysteine residue (TGC), and
two repeat Z domain units in tandem. Linker sequences in front of the Z domain genes were GSGS and
GSGSGS (Fig. 1a). The fragment was cloned into pET28(a+) plasmid and expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3).
The resulting fusion protein had moieties of two Z domain units belonging to a recombinant a�body, and
is referred to hereafter as "RA". FLAG tag was used as a label in Western blotting of RA (Fig. 1b). ELISA
analysis showed that puri�ed RA could be adsorbed by intact rabbit anti-mouse-HRP Ab and by rabbit
anti-goat IgG-HRP, but not by Fab moiety of rabbit IgG (Fig. 1c,d), indicating that the two Z domain units
in RA retained activity. The cysteine residue had a free sulfhydryl group, which facilitated linking of RA to
primary amino groups of BMPs using the bifunctional reagent SPDP. WT BMPs were isolated from M.
gryphiswaldense MSR-1 and digested with proteinase K (Fig. 1e) to remove bacterial proteins on BMP
surface and minimize experimental "noise" and other possible adverse effects. BMP-WT and RA were
linked by SPDP (Fig. 1f); the resulting NP complex is hereafter referred to as "BMP-RA". BMP-RA actively
adsorbed rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRP, indicating that the Z domain on BMP-RA retained Fc-binding activity
(Fig. 1g).

Construction of targeting BMPs with humanized Ab
To construct delivery NPs, targeting ligands were linked to BMP-RAs. TZ was used as functional ligand
for targeting to HER2-overexpressing cancer cells. TZ is a humanized anti-HER2 mAb used for treatment
of breast cancer and stomach cancer based on Ab-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC).
Humanized Abs have low immunogenicity, and avoid attachment of host molecules to target ligands [21].
Incubation of BMP-RAs with TZs led to immobilization of large amounts of TZs on the surface, and
formation of BMP-RA-TZ complex. SDS-PAGE and protein assay kit were used to measure TZ amount in
the complex. TZ directly linked to BMP-WT by glutaraldehyde (BMP-GA-TZ) was used as control. The
engineered BMPs contained similar TZ amounts: 0.2085 ± 0.04861 mg per mg BMP-RA-TZ and 0.1827 ± 
0.0522 mg per mg BMP-GA-TZ (Fig. 2a,b). TZ also attached to BMP-WT by nonspeci�c adsorption
(referred to as BMP-TZ), but the amount was much less than in BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ (Fig. S1).
Despite similar linkage rates of BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ, orientation of TZs in these two
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functionalized NPs was theoretically quite different. TZs on BMP-RA-TZ were presumably highly ordered,
with Fab moiety directed outward [22], whereas TZs on BMP-GA-TZ were oriented in random fashion
(Fig. 2c). This hypothesis was tested by ELISA analysis of antigen (HER2 protein) amounts on the two
engineered BMPs following linkage to HER2. BMP-RA-TZ was found to adsorb > 3x more HER2 than did
BMP-GA-TZ (Fig. 2d).

Effect of Ab precoating on BMP coronas
In organisms, protein coronas may shield or cover active molecules at the NP surface, resulting in
mistargeting or unintended scavenging by liver, kidney, or spleen [23]. We hypothesized that Ab binding
scaffolds (RAs, in this case) can alter protein components and target ligand orientations in protein
corona. We examined and compared protein coronas of our WT and engineered BMPs following
incubation with human plasma. Because corona formation on BMPs following plasma incubation
resulted in greatly altered surface layer composition (new biological identity) [24], we referred to them by
adding “-plasma” to the end of the original name; e.g., “BMP-RA-TZ-plasma” instead of “BMP-RA-TZ”. IgG
levels in blood may increase because of infections, autoimmune processes, in�ammation, or malignancy
[25]; we therefore performed an additional treatment by adding human IgG in normal plasma to simulate
patients’ physiological condition in vitro. For this situation, the phrase “-IgG plasma” was added to the
end of the original name. IgGs are by far the most abundant Abs in plasma; our subsequent experiments
therefore focused only on IgGs rather than all Abs.

Corona components of engineered BMPs were greatly altered. BMP-RA and BMP-GA, incubated with
either normal plasma or IgG plasma, bound much more IgG in the corona than did BMP-WT (Fig. S2). IgG
content of BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ coronas was similar to original TZ content (Fig. S3). Components
of these BMP coronas were analyzed by liquid chromatography - mass spectrometry (LC-MS). For each
type of corona, the 20 proteins with highest content are listed in Table S1. Protein species, amounts, and
ratios in coronas were strongly affected by pre-adsorption of TZ and by type of TZ/ BMP linkage (Figs.
S3, S4). IgG content in coronas was much higher for BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ than for BMP-WT. IgG
content was slightly higher for BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma than for BMP-RA-TZ-plasma (Fig. S1). Protein
content was higher for BMP-GA-TZ-plasma than for BMP-RA-TZ-plasma. Of 70 identi�ed proteins, 42
species had higher content for BMP-GA-TZ-plasma than for BMP-RA-TZ-plasma. Average protein
molecular weight (MW) was also higher for BMP-GA-TZ-plasma than for BMP-RA-TZ-plasma (Fig. 3b,c).
Among the proteins with higher content in BMP-GA-TZ-plasma than in BMP-RA-TZ-plasma, 42.9% had
MW > 60 KD, and 57.1% had MW ≤ 60 KD. Among proteins with higher content in BMP-RA-TZ-plasma
than in BMP-GA-TZ-plasma, 71.4% had MW ≤ 60 KD. These �ndings indicate that for BMPs with oriented
TZ, fewer and smaller host compounds were incorporated into protein coronas.

TZ and human IgGs have similar a�nities for RA; therefore, some human IgG molecules may
competitively bind to BMP-RA-TZ, and replace or shield pre-adsorbed TZs. If a large proportion of TZs
were repelled or shielded by human IgGs, BMP-RA-TZ-plasma and BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma would lose
their targeting ability. To investigate these possibilities, we used double Ab sandwich ELISA to measure
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amounts of HER2 bound to BMP-RA-TZ before and after incubation with human plasma. In addition to
BMP-GA-TZ, another control (termed BMP-RA-IgG) was constructed by incubating BMP-RA and
commercial human IgG. BMP-RA-TZ bound higher amounts of HER2 following incubation with normal
plasma than with IgG plasma, suggesting that IgGs could repel or shield some proportion of TZs. On the
other hand, both BMP-RA-TZ-plasma and BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma bound much higher amounts of HER2
than did BMP-RA-IgG, BMP-GA-TZ-plasma and BMP-GA-TZ-IgG plasma, indicating that large amounts of
TZ were still present on BMP-RA-TZ surface (Fig. 3d).

TZ pre-adsorption and corona formation affected hydrated radii and zeta potentials of the engineered
BMPs. TZ pre-adsorption led to slight increase of hydrated radii and reduced absolute values of zeta
potentials. Hydrated radii of GA-TZ-containing BMPs were larger than those of RA-TZ-containing BMPs
(Fig. 3e,f). Effects of coronas on zeta potentials varied depending on type of BMP. Absolute values of
BMP zeta potentials declined to the 10–30 mV range, with the exception of BMP-GA-TZ-plasma. A mixed
dispersion system with zeta potential absolute value in this range is considered to have incipient
stability20; thus, it appeared that TZ pre-adsorption and corona formation did not notably affect dispersity
of BMPs.

Targeting analysis of TZ functionalized BMPs
Targeting capacities of the TZ functionalized BMPs were investigated by �uorescence microscopy and
�ow cytometric analysis. Because TZ is an anti-HER2 mAb, we used two human breast cancer cell lines
for evaluation: SK-BR-3 (HER2-overexpressing) and MDA-MB-468 (HER2-negative) [26]. HER2 expression
on cancer cell surface was determined by immuno�uorescence assay. Anti-HER2 secondary Ab was
labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 (bright green �uorescent dye), and cancer cell nuclei were stained by DAPI
(blue). CLSM observation revealed surface expression of HER2 on SK-BR-3 but not MDA-MB-468 (Fig.
S5a). Western blotting analysis gave similar results (Fig. S5b).

Interactions of BMPs with cancer cells were investigated by prestaining BMPs with FITC (green), and cell
membranes with DiI (red). Interactions of SK-BR-3 with various BMPs were observed by CLSM. BMPs
without RA (BMP-WT, BMP-GA-TZ, BMP-GA-TZ-plasma) were localized mainly outside (surrounding)
cancer cells. In contrast, BMPs with RA (BMP-RA-TZ, BMP-RA-TZ-plasma, BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma) were
internalized into cancer cells to some degree, in addition to surrounding the cells (Fig. 4a). These �ndings
suggest that oriented TZ mediated entry of BMPs into HER2-positive cells. For purposes of �ow
cytometric analysis (below), cells with engineered BMPs on the surface and cells with some BMPs
located internally were not easily distinguishable, and were referred to generally as FITC-positive cells.

Percentages of FITC-positive cells were calculated based on �ow cytometry. Following incubation with
BMP-RA-TZ, BMP-RA-TZ-plasma, and BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma, percentages of FITC-positive SK-BR-3 cells
were respectively 72%, 61.9%, and 55.2% (Fig. 4b,c,d). FITC-positive percentages were much lower for SK-
BR-3 incubated with other types of BMPs. BMP-WT, BMP-RA-IgG, BMP-WT-plasma, BMP-RA-IgG-plasma,
BMP-WT-IgG plasma, and BMP-RA-IgG-IgG plasma showed essentially no interaction with SK-BR-3. BMP-
GA-TZ, BMP-GA-TZ-plasma, and BMP-GA-TZ-IgG plasma interacted to slight degrees with SK-BR-3, but
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FITC-positive percentages (respectively 19%, 9.85%, and 14.8%) were signi�cantly lower than for RA-TZ-
containing BMPs (Fig. 4b,c,d). These �ndings clearly indicate that targeting capacities of RA-TZ-
containing BMPs were much stronger than those of GA-TZ-containing BMPs.

Uptake of BMPs by cancer cells mediates TZ orientation
In view of previous reports that cellular uptake of nanomaterials is greatly reduced by protein corona [27],
we evaluated the possibility that TZ/ HER2 interaction mediates internalization of BMPs into breast
cancer cells. Although CLSM observation results (preceding section) showed BMP uptake by some
cancer cells, FITC is a dye for proteins; thus, the above results did not rule out the possibility of BMP
disintegration when crossing cell membrane. Prussian blue staining, a method commonly used for
detection of iron in biological samples, was applied for microscopic observation [28]. Under this procedure,
BMPs were visualized as blue particles, and cancer cells were dyed red (Fig. S6). RA-TZ-containing BMPs
were internalized into SK-BR-3, whereas other types of BMPs were not. These �ndings con�rmed those
shown in Fig. 4a, and indicate that only oriented TZs can e�ciently internalize BMPs into cancer cells.

To simulate human body tumor environment, we incubated BMPs, plasma (100%), and cancer cells
together, with staining procedures as described in the preceding section. Treatments with 0% and 10%
plasma were performed to evaluate effects of plasma concentration on BMP uptake. CLSM observation
showed that BMP-RA-TZ was internalized into SK-BR-3 at each of these three plasma levels, whereas
BMP-WT was not (Fig. 5a). Flow cytometric analysis revealed FITC-positive percentages in 0%, 10%, and
100% plasma of (respectively) 86.5%, 84.6% and 79.4% for BMP-RA-TZ, and 16.4%, 11.7% and 2.61% for
BMP-GA-TZ (Fig. 5b). These �ndings indicate that oriented TZ was required for e�cient internalization of
BMPs into cancer cells, and that plasma concentration had negligible affect on BMP uptake.

The hypothesis that TZ/ HER2 interaction mediates BMP uptake by cancer cells was tested using HER2-
negative MDA-MB-468 as negative control. MDA-MB-468 showed no FITC �uorescence when incubated
with WT or engineered BMPs (Fig. S7). Flow cytometric analysis in experiments with all BMPs showed
that < 5% of MDA-MB-468 cells were FITC-positive. These �ndings indicate that MDA-MB-468 were
incapable of BMP update because of lack of HER2, and con�rm the essential role of oriented TZ in
recognition of HER2, and in BMP uptake by cancer cells.

Discussion
Until the 1980s, the primary category of therapeutic agents was small-molecule (< 900 Da) drugs (e.g.,
chemotherapeutics, antibiotics, steroids). However, only ~ 10% of the human genome can be targeted by
small-molecule drugs [29]. New therapeutic functions are possible for "new generations" of therapeutic
agents developed in recent decades, which include proteins, peptides, mAbs, nucleic acids, and living cells
[30]. Antibodies, in particular, have great potential as drugs because of their high target speci�city [31]. As
of 2020, antibodies were the subjects of > 500 ongoing clinical trials and > 90 clinical approvals by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [32, 33]. However, the very short half-life of therapeutic Abs
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means that application of Ab-based therapy requires multiple administrations and high cost. Ab-based
therapy also involves low degree of tissue penetration. Use of NPs as Ab delivery systems allows
reduction of Ab dosing and increased Ab stability [34]. Magnetic NPs (MNPs) are of particular interest as a
basis for magnetic drug delivery, because they can be easily conjugated with Abs and delivered to target
organs [35]. BMPs, as a MNP candidate for drug delivery, have the advantages of single magnetic domain,
high crystallinity, strong biocompatibility, and easy surface modi�cation [36]. The external boundary of
BMPs is a biomembrane, and the large amounts of functional groups on surface proteins and lipids [13]

facilitates chemical and genetic engineering. In the present study, BMPs adsorbed ~ 200 µg IgGs per mg,
in contrast to 1.5 µg proteins per mg of iron oxide NPs in a previous study [37].

A NP-biomolecule (NP-corona) complex is formed following administration of NP into biological �uids,
and constitutes the “true identity” of NP in the human body. Ungoverned adsorption of biomolecules onto
NPs has generally negative effects, and inhibits accessibility of NP targeting ligands [38]. Mechanisms of
corona formation remain poorly understood; however, numerous studies have characterized and
identi�ed corona proteins from patient samples [39]. Manipulation and utilization of coronas has potential
therapeutic bene�ts in terms of drug delivery and targeted cancer treatment, and research in progress is
focused on prolonging blood circulation time and enhancing targeting e�ciency of NPs [11].

Coronas of BMPs have not been analyzed until last year [37]. We developed and describe here a simple
alternative design strategy for directed formation of NP protein corona. Protein scaffolds on BMP surface
favor recruitment of desired proteins (IgG, in this case) in plasma during corona formation. Full human or
humanized Abs (TZ, in this case) can be incorporated (by pre-adsorption) into corona as targeting
ligands. Spatial orientation of these Abs can be controlled to enhance their interaction capability with
target molecules, and uptake by target cells. Our �ndings indicate that most pre-adsorbed host molecules
on protein scaffolds are retained in the corona and maintain their desired functions. In this new design
strategy, corona formation is not viewed as a passive obstruction to NP delivery, but rather as a
contributor to "NP identity"; i.e., NP targeting capacity is mediated by speci�c components (IgG, in this
case) in the corona.

Conclusion
A new design strategy for nanoparticle (NP) construction was developed and implemented. The strategy
took protein corona into account, with NP-corona complex considered as �nal identity of functionalized
NP. A Z domain-based recombinant a�body (RA) scaffold was linked to BMPs, which were then pre-
adsorbed on anti-HER2 humanized mAb (TZ). Following incubation with human plasma, most of the pre-
adsorbed TZ molecules were incorporated into NP-corona complex, and maintained their targeting
function. RA kept TZ molecules in a de�ned spatial orientation that favored binding to the target antigen
(HER2), as demonstrated by the much higher e�ciency in targeting and cellular uptake of BMP-RA-TZ-
plasma and BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma complexes, relative to counterpart complexes in which BMP and TZ
were directly linked to chemical bifunctional reagent.
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Figure 1

We constructed a gene fragment of a fusion protein, composed of FLAG tag, cysteine residue (TGC), and
two repeat Z domain units in tandem. Linker sequences in front of the Z domain genes were GSGS and
GSGSGS (Fig. 1a). The fragment was cloned into pET28(a+) plasmid and expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3).
The resulting fusion protein had moieties of two Z domain units belonging to a recombinant a�body, and
is referred to hereafter as "RA". FLAG tag was used as a label in Western blotting of RA (Fig. 1b). ELISA
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analysis showed that puri�ed RA could be adsorbed by intact rabbit anti-mouse-HRP Ab and by rabbit
anti-goat IgG-HRP, but not by Fab moiety of rabbit IgG (Fig. 1c,d), indicating that the two Z domain units
in RA retained activity. The cysteine residue had a free sulfhydryl group, which facilitated linking of RA to
primary amino groups of BMPs using the bifunctional reagent SPDP. WT BMPs were isolated from M.
gryphiswaldense MSR-1 and digested with proteinase K (Fig. 1e) to remove bacterial proteins on BMP
surface and minimize experimental "noise" and other possible adverse effects. BMP-WT and RA were
linked by SPDP (Fig. 1f); the resulting NP complex is hereafter referred to as "BMP-RA". BMP-RA actively
adsorbed rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRP, indicating that the Z domain on BMP-RA retained Fc-binding activity
(Fig. 1g).

Figure 2
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Incubation of BMP-RAs with TZs led to immobilization of large amounts of TZs on the surface, and
formation of BMP-RA-TZ complex. SDS-PAGE and protein assay kit were used to measure TZ amount in
the complex. TZ directly linked to BMP-WT by glutaraldehyde (BMP-GA-TZ) was used as control. The
engineered BMPs contained similar TZ amounts: 0.2085±0.04861 mg per mg BMP-RA-TZ and
0.1827±0.0522 mg per mg BMP-GA-TZ (Fig. 2a,b).

Figure 3

Corona components of engineered BMPs were greatly altered. BMP-RA and BMP-GA, incubated with
either normal plasma or IgG plasma, bound much more IgG in the corona than did BMP-WT (Fig. S2). IgG
content of BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ coronas was similar to original TZ content (Fig. S3). Components
of these BMP coronas were analyzed by liquid chromatography - mass spectrometry (LC-MS). For each
type of corona, the 20 proteins with highest content are listed in Table S1. Protein species, amounts, and
ratios in coronas were strongly affected by pre-adsorption of TZ and by type of TZ/ BMP linkage (Figs.
S3, S4). IgG content in coronas was much higher for BMP-RA-TZ and BMP-GA-TZ than for BMP-WT. IgG
content was slightly higher for BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma than for BMP-RA-TZ-plasma (Fig. S1). Protein
content was higher for BMP-GA-TZ-plasma than for BMP-RA-TZ-plasma.
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Figure 4

In contrast, BMPs with RA (BMP-RA-TZ, BMP-RA-TZ-plasma, BMP-RA-TZ-IgG plasma) were internalized
into cancer cells to some degree, in addition to surrounding the cells (Fig. 4a).
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Figure 5

To simulate human body tumor environment, we incubated BMPs, plasma (100%), and cancer cells
together, with staining procedures as described in the preceding section. Treatments with 0% and 10%
plasma were performed to evaluate effects of plasma concentration on BMP uptake. CLSM observation
showed that BMP-RA-TZ was internalized into SK-BR-3 at each of these three plasma levels, whereas
BMP-WT was not (Fig. 5a). Flow cytometric analysis revealed FITC-positive percentages in 0%, 10%, and
100% plasma of (respectively) 86.5%, 84.6% and 79.4% for BMP-RA-TZ, and 16.4%, 11.7% and 2.61% for
BMP-GA-TZ (Fig. 5b). These �ndings indicate that oriented TZ was required for e�cient internalization of
BMPs into cancer cells, and that plasma concentration had negligible affect on BMP uptake.
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